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Ten rules to GREAT scientific illustrations

1. Create interest and stimulate imagination.
2. Tell your story. Started here (hunch), did this (experiments), and ended up somewhere
 (conclusions). Keep the components (colors, shapes, views, etc.) consistent from
 illustration to illustration.
3. Control: move the reader through the illustration.
 Left to right, top to bottom.
4. Color: only when necessary, use it to direct focus.
5. Humor: but only if appropriate to the subject matter.
6. Humanistic: add face, hand, body, etc. Humans love to see humans.
 Never anthropomorphize data or results. 
7. Technical text = technical graphic, add parts or sections to clarify.
8. New ideas: require simple illustrations.
 Let the idea take focus not the illustration.
9. Know your audience.
 Don’t illustrate what they already know and clarify what they don’t.
10. Never use the defaults, they are always WRONG!

Never hesitate to invest in good graphics. They pay for themselves by clarifying your research and 
data to those around you.
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Creating a poster using Adobe Illustrator

You will learn the following:

Setting up a poster file
Changing the Unit preferences
Formatting and layout of a poster
Titles, identity and location
The abstract
Text boxes and leading
Switching between open files
Placing images
Five general rules for posters
Examples
Printing

Setting up the poster file
Note: Before you try to create a poster, please 

complete the basic Adobe Illustrator 
tutorial starting on page 7.

1. Open Adobe Illustrator.
2. Choose Illustrator, then Preferences, then 

Units & Display Performance...

3. Change Units, General, to Inches (if you 
haven't already done this in a previous 
tutorial).

4. Choose File, New. You will be presented 
with a New Document dialog box. Choose 
RGB for the Color Mode. Almost all of 
the files you create with Adobe Illustrator 
will be done as RGB files. RGB files are 
used in PowerPoint presentations, Posters 
and on the web, CMYK files are used for 
journal illustrations only.

5. Type the size of your poster into the Width 
and Height fields. Since the maximum 
paper size the poster printer can print is 
44”, keep either the width OR the height to a maximum of 43.5”, the other dimension can be up to 
227.54” (19’). Click OK.

Note: All meetings specify what size your poster should be, please check the web site of your particular 
meeting. Common sizes are 24" x 36", 48" x 48", 48" x 60" and 48" x 72". For the "My Molecule" 
presentation in this class we will be using 43" Wide x 30" High.

6. Choose View, then Fit in window. 
7. Save and name the file with your last name, the title of the meeting and the year, on your desktop. This 

will help everyone keep track of your poster when it comes time for reviewing, sharing and printing. E.g., 
lastname_mymolecule_05.ai.
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Formatting and layout of your Poster
 

Where does one start !?!
 Posters are used to communicate information, therefore you should be thinking about what information 

you want to communicate. A good poster is one that presents information clearly and succinctly. Your 
poster should be ONE thought, ONE process, or ONE idea – NOT MANY!!! It should be as simple as 
possible, with supporting images and short blocks of text that describe those images, most importantly... 
all images must relate to your message!

Title, identity and location 
8. The title should sum up the entire poster in as few a words as possible. The title is generally centered and 

usually in a 100 point, sans-serif, bold, font (Arial, Verdana, etc.).
9. On the next line add your first and last name and the name(s) of any other major contributors to the work 

represented in the poster. The presenting author's name is always first and the major professor's name is 
always last. This line is also centered and is usually 75 pts.

10. Add the location of the presented work, including department, university affiliation, state, zip and 
country. This line is also centered and is usually 55 pts.

Note: All of these fonts and sizes are adjustable, as is the vertical space (leading) between the lines of text. We 
are giving you what we have found to work best over the years. Use whatever you feel is appropriate!

The abstract
All posters should start with an abstract. The abstract should be used as the outline of the poster. The abstract 

should state the following:
 • Why is the presented information important?
 • How does the presented information further the current body of knowledge.
 • A brief explanation of the methods.
 • A succinct statement of the results, conclusions and/or recommendations.
 • References
Some people break up their abstract into sections (introduction, methods, conclusions, references, etc.) and 

then place each of those sections in a different part of the poster.
Note: If you think about it, your entire poster IS an abstract, therefore you don't need a written out abstract. 

This however is not the convention and most people will be looking for a written abstract to follow.
Remember: Posters should help you engage your colleagues in dialog. They should help you get your point 

across to as many people as possible.
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Creating a text box
Note: Adobe Illustrator allows you to 

import text from any word processing 
program. 

11. Take the text tool and click and drag 
out a text box to the size you think 
your abstract will be. Don't worry if 
you do not know how big to make this 
box, you can resize it at anytime! By 
dragging out a text box you are telling 
the program that you want contain all of 
the imported text in this box. 

12. Choose File, Place, then locate your written 
Abstract in the directory structure and click 
OK.

Note: When you import more text then your text 
box can hold, Illustrator will display a small, 
red, boxed, plus sign in the lower right of your 
text box. Do not worry about this just yet!

Text tool
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13. While the text tool is still active in the text box choose Select All from the menu. This will select all of 
the text in your text box for you.

14. In the Character palette change the font size 
to 24 pts. This is the best presentation size 
for general text on a poster. Your text should 
now look like the example shown right. The 
reason that this text is all crammed together 
is because the leading (the space between the 
lines of text) is set incorrectly for 24 point 
type. In the Character Palette change the 
leading to "Auto" from the leading pop-up 
menu.

15. Highlight just the first line of the text "Topic 
One" and change it to 36 pts. This the best 
size to use for headline text.

16. Remember the little red, boxed, plus sign 
telling you that there was more text to 
display? Let's fix that now. Take the black 
arrow tool (Selection tool) and click on the 
text box. You will see little blue squares in 
the corners and in the middle along the edges 
of the text box. Clicking and dragging any 
one of these little blue squares will re-size 
your text box. Click and drag down the little 
blue square that you see along the middle of 
the bottom edge of your text box, until you 
can see all of the text in your text box.

 Your poster should now look something like 
the example, right.
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Placing images
 
17. From Adobe Illustrator open the sample file, 

figure 1.ai. Select all and Copy.
18. Go to the Window menu and choose your 

poster file from the list of open files at the 
bottom of the window menu.

19. Paste in figure 1 and move it below your 
abstract with the black arrow tool.

20. Again take the text tool and drag out a text box 
under the figure, so you can add a caption. Use 
24 pt. font. Write a "dummy" caption of your 
own. Your poster should now look something 
like the example below.

21. Choose File and then Place. Open the sample file called Rhodopsin.jpg. Drag this image so it is to the 
right of the abstract. It will be the start of our second column.

Note: Bitmap images placed into Illustrator need to only be 180 dpi if they are going to be used without any 
scaling. Just like in the Illustrator to PowerPoint tutorial on page 27, all images you create for your poster 
should be created at the size you are going to use them in the poster. You may use files with higher dpi 
but the extra dpi will not be used by the poster printer and will only slow it down. If you already have 
files scanned at higher dpi for use in other documents don’t bother resizing them down to 150 dpi unless 
they are at dpi’s higher than 600.

22. Create a figure caption for 
the rhodopsin molecule by 
Shift - Option - Dragging 
the figure 1 caption, just 
like we did in step number 
11 on page 37. See 
example, right.

You can now finish your poster 
by adding more images, 
captions and text boxes for 
conclusions, references, 
etc. 

Note: You will need to embed 
all of your image files 
before you print your 
poster on the poster 
printer. See page 42 for 
instructions.
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Five general rules for poster layout and presenting information
1. Author Identification – Make sure you use your first and last name. This allows colleges at the meeting 

to converse with you on a first name basis. It is also a good idea to include your complete address, email 
and phone number somewhere on the poster incase someone at the meeting would like to contact you.

2. Make your research objectives clear – Use large bold headings (36 pts.) that state the following: 
Introduction, Background, Objective, Main point, Aims, Summary, Results, Conclusions, References, 
Contact, etc.

3. Traffic flow – When laying out your poster remember that you are trying facilitate the movement 
of people past your poster. In general, present your poster in columns from left to right. This allows 
participants to read your poster and move out of the way when the next participant starts to read your 
poster. Columns do not need to all be the same size (see examples) but in general, equally sized columns 
have a familiar symmetry.

4. Appearance – Make your poster pleasant to look at! There should be a pleasing use of text and graphics. 
It should not be cluttered or sloppy! Make it easy for the participants to follow the information in your 
poster by using large figure numbers. Make your poster text easy to read (24 pts.). Leave white space on 
all four sides and in between the columns and title of your poster. This allows the reader to rest as they 
proceed through your poster.

5. Balance between graphics and text – DO NOT BE WORDY!!! Cut your text and title to the bare 
minimum. Repeat this mantra over and over in your head, "SHORT AND SUCCINCT"! There should be 
enough text to explain the graphics, and enough graphics to clarify the text! You are not writing a journal 
article!

White space

White space
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Some examples:
The (light blue) AhR therapies poster on the 
previous page is an example of a simple, straight-
forward poster. The information is presented in 
regular columns though it is very heavy on the 
text side and very lean on the graphic side.

The (beige) Whole-genome comparison, poster 
at the top of this page, is an example of a 
methods poster. There are no conclusions. The 
information is presented in three even columns 
but you can see they added a two column figure 
to the bottom of the second and third columns.

The next example on RANKL, is presented with 
all the text on the left and the right and all the 
figures in the middle. Though this is a visually 
striking poster, it is lacking white space around 
the edges and in between the columns.

The last example, DdrA protein, uses a three 
frame approach to present the information. Color 
is used to separate the title (black background), 
text (beige background) and figures (light blue 
background). All of the text is together, as are 
all of the figures.

Remember, it's your poster! It should reflect 
your style and opinions so don't be afraid to 
adapt these lessons to your taste.
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Printing
Once you have finished your poster you should print out a proof, show it to the following people, and weigh 

their advice carefully:
 Yourself (your poster will look different when you see it on paper!), your PI, your lab mates, someone 

who doesn't understand the topic

Embed your images before you submit your poster to the Media Center for printing.
1. From the Window menu in Adobe Illustrator choose Links to open the Link Palette. 

Notice that the first three images in this example do not have the little embedded image 
icon.

2. Highlight the images that are not 
embedded and from little black triangle 
in the upper right corner of the palette 
choose Embed Image. 

Print an 8 1/2" x 11" proof on any printer:
 Choose File, Print and then click on Fit to Page, then Print. If the preview in the lower left doesn't fit the 

page, click on the Orientation and choose Landscape under Media in the middle of the print dialog box.

Print a 13" x 19" proof in the ITMC.
 In a web browser type: http://medialabcolor2.biochem.wisc.edu.
 Click on the "Install Print 

Drivers" and follow the 
directions for your computer 
on how to set up the printer. 
Then follow the directions 
above on how to make your 
poster fit the page. You may 
pick up your proof in room 
401 of Biochemistry between 
the hours of 7:30 am and 
5:30 pm.

Print out the final poster simply 
place a job on the job board, 
http://www.biochem.wisc.
edu/medialab or bring it to the 
ITMC on a USB Flash Drive. 
In general it takes about 45 
minutes to print a 43" x 48" 
poster if you did everything 
correctly. Remember this 
when there are 5 or 6 posters 
in line ahead of yours!




